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World History started in Mesopotamia and Egypt, not in Greece and Rome. Only with 
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I have had recently many discussions about the ongoing series of articles that I 
published about 'Russia, Ukraine and the World'; all previous parts (titles, subtitles, 
titles of units, and links) and available at the end of the present article in English and 
in Russian translation.  
 
The present article summarizes parts of discussions that I have had with various 
readers originating from Asia, Africa, Eastern Europe, and Latin America. It also 
briefly highlights the dangers that the entire world will face, if the Western countries 
collapse and get disintegrated, but Russia, India, China, and Iran do not undertake a 
vast, deep and comprehensive effort of academic de-Westernization and do not 
replace the existing, false and racist, model of colonial historiography with a truthful 
and comprehensive narrative of World History, setting as world criteria and values 
those of the sole cradle of civilization: Ancient Orient. 
 
 

Introduction 
My review article has the title: Sea Peoples' Invasions, Egypt, the Hittite Empire, its 
Achaean allies, Lukka/Peleset, the Trojan War, Homer's Intentional Falsehood, and 
the Modern European Forgery 'Ancient Greece' 
One can find it online here: 
https://megalommatiscomments.wordpress.com/2023/05/25/sea-peoples-
invasions-egypt-the-hittite-empire-its-achaean-allies-lukka-peleset-the-trojan-war-
homers-intentional-falsehood-and-the-modern-european-forgery-ancient-greece/ 
 
https://www.academia.edu/102359622/Sea_Peoples_Invasions_Egypt_the_Hittite_
Empire_its_Achaean_allies_Lukka_Peleset_the_Trojan_War_Homers_Intentional_Fal
sehood_and_the_Modern_European_Forgery_Ancient_Greece_with_pictures_and_le
gends_ 
 
https://vk.com/megalommatis?w=wall429864789_9213%2Fall 
 



I firmly believe that it is certainly an achievement that two Russian authors penned a 
book to duly and thoroughly question one of the most important foundations of 
'Hellenism'; however, this fact -in and by itself- reveals the numerous, troublesome 
inconsistencies of the present Russian educational system, academic and scientific 
environment, intellectual life, and cultural milieu.  
 
 

I. Trojan War: an early Episode of the 'Invasions of the Sea 
Peoples' 
As you will see, in my lengthy review article, I greatly supported the approach 
undertaken, the method applied, and the conclusions drawn by the authors, only 
pinpointing omissions, few missing parts of correct contextualization, and several 
issues of conceptualization. As a matter of fact, their main missing element revolves 
around what is nowadays general called 'the invasions of the Sea Peoples'.    
 
It is crucially important to understand that what the Ancient Egyptian priest from 
Onuphis truly told Dio Chrysostom is in reality nothing more than the details of the 
underlying story of which majestic Pharaonic descriptions detailing Ramses III's 
victories over the Sea Peoples have been found (as both, inscriptions and bas-reliefs) 
on the walls of the Medinet Habu mortuary temple of Ramses III (Luxor-West, 
Upper Egypt) and on several papyri.  
 
These texts were studied, published, commented and interpreted by generations of 
Egyptologists; but deliberately and due to the prevailing malignancy of the racist, 
colonial Anglo-Saxon and French academics, these historical Egyptian texts have not 
been used to interpret the Homeric Epics and to correct the false narratives that were 
propagated by those Ionians. Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic texts pertaining to the 
marginal zone of Western Anatolia, South Balkans, and the islands in-between are 
the missing part of the otherwise pertinently collected and presented documentation 
that the authors made available in their book.  
 

    
The Annals of Ramses III are a determinant part of the World Heritage and an indispensable 
part of the education of all people in Asia, Africa, Latin America, and Eastern Europe. The 
lies contained in Homer's Epics do not concern anyone; even more so, since they failed to 
generate an Achaean revival in Western Anatolia and South Balkans. 
 
As you noticed, in my 13500 words review article, I did not speak at all about the 
consequences that this book should have had on the Russian educational system, 
academic and scientific environment, intellectual life, and cultural milieu. So, now, I 



will briefly expand on this topic herewith responding to you, because you have to 
know that there are several uncompleted 'tasks' in this regard; and they have to be 
completed by the entire class of Russian academics, Orientalists and Classicists, who 
cannot anymore repeat the same inaccuracies, the same lies, and the same forgeries 
that 17th-18th c. Western European academics put in the mind of their Russian 
counterparts in order to fool and deceive them, tying therefore the entire Russian 
educational-academic system to their racist fallacy, which is the foundation their 
colonial expansion and prevalence.  
 
Today's Russian academics cannot repeat the lies that made the Western European 
and North American colonial states worldwide predominant.  
 
But let me start from the original point; yes, you are right! You understood correctly! 
The Achaeans (not 'Greeks') won a secondary battle and lost the war. 
 
 

II. Hittite-Achaean Ethos and Values as praised by Homer vs. the 
Pelasgian-Trojan barbarism of 'Classical Greece' 
Despite his deliberate omissions and lies, Homer totally failed to revive the Achaean 
values among the Ionians of his days. This is a crucial issue that must be focused on. 
As per the Western European racist scheme of classicist misinterpretation, Homer is 
today uselessly valued for his art only; but he is not admired for the past values that 
he praised at his time, because all the post-Renaissance intellectual rascals of France, 
Italy, England, Holland and America hate those Achaean values.  
 
The Achaeans had indeed a preponderantly Hittite ethos; the Hittites were their 
brethren, their powerful allies, and the source of their cultural example and moral 
values; this is highly reflected in Hesiod's Theogony. But, like Homer, Hesiod did not 
impact the lives of people in 'Classical Greece'. The Achaean-Pelasgian (Peleset-
Philistine) divide represented and reproduced, within the context of 1st millennium 
BCE South Balkans, the spiritual, imperial and cultural contrast and clash that we 
attest in 2nd millennium BCE Anatolia between the civilized Hittites and the 
disorderly Lukka, i.e. the alliance of peoples to which Taruisha/Troy belonged. 

   
Yazilikaya, the major Hittite shrine; Achaean funerary stele   
 
It is greatly obvious but scrupulously concealed that Homer did not have an impact 
on what has been deceitfully called 'Ancient Greece' or 'Classical civilization'. Thebes, 



Corinth, Sparta or Athens didn't resemble anything exalted in Homer's epics. If we 
evaluate texts and facts at face value, their admiration for Homer was either 
enduring and useless or occasional and pointless. 
 

  
The absurdity, barbarism and evilness of the Dionysus cult has nothing to do with the 
Achaean values that Homer wanted to reinstate. The so-called 'Ancient Greek civilization' is 
in reality Pelasgian-Peleset-Philistine perversion. 
 
The Pelasgians-Trojans put indeed a tombstone on the Achaeans, the Achaean unity, 
and their cultural heritage; and later, an evil force in Rome projected onto them the 
disreputable name of Greek (Hellene), a name that was almost never used by Homer. 
This false name served as mask for the Pelasgian ethos that prevailed in the South 
Balkans against Homer's admonitions.  
 
That's why the Anti-Christian and Anti-Constantinopolitan (Benedictine-Jesuit) side 
of Rome needed the Trojan myth; they (: their predecessors in pre-Christian times) 
had used it to fool the Ionians and the Aeolians.   
 
 

III. The forgers of 'Ancient Greece' & their Eastern Roman 
Orthodox rivals 
There was never a country, a confederation or a cultural space named Ancient 
Greece; the term was of uniquely geographical connotation, as it denoted the lands 
south of Macedonia and Illyria.  
 
Only if you study well the true side of Ancient Rome, which was preserved 
exclusively in New Rome (Constantinople), you will realize that Ancient Greece 
never existed: all the paramount pseudo-narratives about 'Ancient Greece' were 
nothing to men like John Chrysostom, Justinian I, Heraclius, John of Damascus, 



Justinian II, Leo III, Constantine Porphyrogenitus, Anna Comnena or Michael 
Psellos.  
 
The Macedonian Attalids, Seleucids and Ptolemies, and later the Eastern Romans did 
not give a damn of such despicable stories as 'Thermopylae', 'Marathon', 'Salamis' 
and their likes, because they knew that their sole value was tantamount to the ashes 
that the Carian renegade Herodotus' manuscripts would produce if thrown, as they 
should have, to the fireplace.  
 
The Trojan War is a lie; the Persian Wars are a lie; and the Peloponnesian War (a 
perfect Pelasgian-Philistine nightmare after the disorderly Lukka-Trojan example) is 
the perfect model for a disoriented, deceived and targeted Mankind to be endlessly 
plunged into discord, rancor, and hostilities. Thucydides brings forth odium and 
utmost negativity, endless wars, and cynical Nazi genocides; it is inevitable. Admit 
it, after all! The Germans during WW II only imitated the Ancient Athenian 
barbarian murderers of the Milos Island Dorians. 
 

 
Homer, Hesiod, Herodotus, Thucydides, Aeschylus, Aristophanes, Plato and Aristotle were 
not important for the illustrious Roman Emperor Justinian I, who set the foundations of 
Christian Law that all Christians must follow; consequently all this clutter cannot be possibly 
considered as part of World Heritage. On the contrary, Justinian I and his outstandingly 
brilliant reign are part of the past of more than a billion people in Asia, Africa and Europe.  
 
There was never any value and any civilization in the Balkans south of Thrace, 
Macedonia and Illyria. The pedophile rascals and the homosexual scoundrels of 
Athens constitute the best Lukka-Pelasgian-Philistine example to avoid; and the 
blasphemous orgies of the local brothels (which only euphemistically can be called 
'temples'), as apparent self-destruction of the perpetrators, represent the material 
needed for Jesuits and Freemasons to become the cornerstone of today's Western 



World. Nothing more! Ancient Athens is the bottom of the Hell on the surface of the 
Earth.  
 
If you examine the dates of the manuscripts of several Ancient Greek texts, you will 
have the chance to understand when and by whom these texts have been tempered 
with!  
 
 

IV. New Rome-Constantinople and the fake, Anti-Roman Rome 
That's why Justinian I, the great and righteous Christian Emperor who introduced 
the only permissible Christian legislation and judiciary system, imposed the imperial 
Constantinopolitan selection, appointment and approval of the popes of Rome in an 
effort to first contain and then uproot the malignant part of the Roman establishment 
which existed there already before Christianization. For this reason today's Western 
gangsters hate that period and contemptuously call it 'Byzantine Papacy'; those 
popes were indeed the only true Christian Popes of Rome (537-752). 
 
That's why the schism between Constantinople-New Rome and the Anti-Christian 
Rome became inevitable, after the Quinisext Council (Трулльский собор или Пято-
шестой собор; 691-692). Following the Anti-Constantinopolitan rebellion of the 
Benedictines, who murdered the Pope Stephen I, successor to Pope Zachary (tenure: 
741-752) and trusted member of the Constantinopolitan basileus, an illegal election 
took place in order to appoint the Anti-Constantinopolitan Stephen II (752-757), as a 
first act of disobedience against Roman-Constantinopolitan Christianity.   
 

 
The Quinisext Council was held under the auspices of Emperor Justinian II, who is 
commemorated as Saint of the Christian Orthodox Church on 2nd of August; the young 
Justinian II is depicted first from left, on the mosaic of his father, Emperor Constantine IV 
Pogonatus, in the basilica of Sant'Apollinare in Classe, Ravenna. 



 
That's why the Anti-Christian (and Anti-Roman) 'Rome' started then re-introducing 
the term 'Greeks' ('Hellenes') with reference to the only Romans, namely the Eastern 
Romans, slightly before the then forthcoming schism (863-7; Фотиева схизма). 
 
That's why, many centuries later, Hieronymus Wolf, a German Protestant but in fact 
real puppet of the Anti-Christian Catholic Jesuits, invented the ridiculous term 
'Byzantine'.  
 
All this and much more was not only known to the Constantinopolitan basileus but 
also shared with/among the Kievan Rus monarchs.  
 
 

V. Crusaders and Ottomans against the only Rome: 
Constantinople 
The Crusades were not undertaken against the Islamic Caliphate, because in reality it 
already did not exist at the time; after the middle of the 9th c., the Abbasid caliph's 
rule was only nominal. The theory of the anti-Islamic scope of the Crusades was 
invented and propagated only for the need of a smokescreen. Quite contrarily, the 
Crusades took place in order to prevent an Eastern Roman Reconquista of the Orient, 
which was then only a matter of time, if we take into consideration the successes of 
John I Tzimiskes, who in 975 annexed Homs, Damascus, Nazareth, Byblos, Beirut 
and Caesarea Maritima.  
 
And the Ottomans, who were culturally Iranian, ethnically half Turanian and half 
Eastern Roman, but spiritually 'Roman' (i.e. Anti-Christian), due to their mystical 
attachment to, and cooperation with, the Hospitaller Order (in Smyrna/Izmir), 
caused a tremendous and calamitous prejudice to Islam by introducing (as per the 
directives given to them by their Catholic allies) the absolutely non-Islamic (concept 
and) institution of the 'sheikhulislam' – in order only to contribute to the Anti-
Constantinopolitan policies and 'global' aspirations of the heretic Catholic 'Rome'. 
 
It was for this reason that, rightfully destroying the Ottoman forces at the Battle of 
Ankara (1402), Timur (Tamerlane) proceeded to Smyrna and terminated the ominous 
local rule of the Hospitaller Order.    

 
Timur (Tamerlane) depicted as granting audience; from the miniature of manuscript (1467 
edition) of Sharaf al Din Ali Yazdi's Zafarnama (1424–1428), which is the major historical 
source for the outstanding life and the brilliant deeds of the greatest Muslim Emperor of all 
times.  



 

VI. Who the true Russians can be 
Any Russian can say whatever he wants and do whatever pleases him, but no one 
can possibly be a Russian, unless he strictly follows the path taken and observes the 
practices implemented in 1472 by the Metropolitan Philip I of Muscovy and by Ivan 
III, who did not allow the papal legate Anthony to enter Moscow for the occasion of 
the wedding ceremony of Zoe-Sofia Palaiologina. 
 

 
Sofia Palaiologina enters Moscow; according to a miniature of the Front Chronicle (Лицевой 
летописный свод; 1568-1576) 
 
Back at those days, not one man in Ivan III's Muscovy had an idea about the Trojan 
War, the Persian Wars, the racism of Aeschylus, the profanity of Aristophanes, the 
unprecedented scientific and intellectual theft perpetrated by the so-called 'Greek 
philosophers', and the governmental absurdity of disreputable idiots and crooks like 
Pericles, Alcibiades and all the rest. Actually, back in the 15th and 16th c., Muscovites 
and Russians were exactly like their Constantinopolitan Eastern Roman ancestors 
1000 years earlier: free of the villainous fabrication of 'Ancient Greece' that the 



Benedictines had prepared for long, before launching the Renaissance and the 
associated conquistadores.  
 
And this makes the aforementioned book so important for Russians; it demolishes a 
serious part of the Jesuit-Anti-Christian delusion 'Ancient Greece'. 
 
 

VII. The forgers of 'Ancient Greece', the Western World, and 
today's Russia  
In striking contrast to the educational practices of 16th c. Muscovy, today's Russian 
educational system, academic and scientific environment, intellectual life, and 
cultural milieu do not reflect any more the values cherished by the those Russians, 
who were free of the Ancient Greek fallacy, void of the delusion of Hellenism, and 
unaffected by the moral degradation and the socio-political contamination that this 
Anti-Christian, Anti-Roman, Benedictine-Jesuit forgery entails. 
 
The book under review in my earlier article, although not written (as the authors 
state explicitly) in a strictly academic manner, is able to (and actually has to) give an 
unprecedented hit to the bureaucratic Russian instructors, pedagogues, teachers, 
professors, researchers, explorers, scientists, intellectuals, thinkers and mystics, who 
have long been indulging themselves -in spite of their undeniable qualifications and 
accumulated knowledge- in catastrophic lethargy and destructive apathy opposite 
this very delusion, which stands at the very origin of all the serious threats that 
Russia has historically faced, and of all the real dangers that Russia has still to 
oppose and outmaneuver today.  
 
It is actually bizarre, to say the least, that, in spite of 500 days of hostilities in 
Ukraine, the Russian academic-educational establishment did not participate in a 
manner fully reflecting the approach and the successive statements made in public 
by Pres. Putin, former Pres. Medvedev, and many other leading Russian statesmen. 
Yet, these dignitaries stated truthfully and clearly that a real war has been engaged in 
Ukraine between Russia and the West, pointing it out that this confrontation is not 
merely military, economic, and political, but it underscores serious discord, divide 
and polarization over key moral, intellectual and cultural values.  
 
Today's Russians have to come to terms with this fact: there is no discontinuity in the 
Western World ever since it was incepted with the Renaissance and the colonial 
conquests. In its true quintessence, colonialism is not a matter of military occupation, 
economic exploitation and political dictatorship, but it mainly consists in tyrannical 
imposition of the pre-fabricated (during Renaissance) and methodically exported 
(during the colonial conquests) Western model of fake culture and civilization; they 
wanted to (and they did) monstrously impose worldwide incessant, innumerable 
and interminable lies like the Trojan War, in order to totally and irreversibly control 
the mankind, by plunging all -first their own deceived and misled nations and later 
all the colonized nations- into a compact fake reality.  
 
The inhumanity of the impermissible 'unipolar world order' has nothing to do with 
the rather unimportant fact of eight (8) billion people being run by one country; it 
has mainly to do with the entire mankind being entrapped in the evil delusion and 
the overwhelming forgery that the vicious intellectuals and the criminal academics of 



few dictatorial, uncivilized, corrupt and barbarian realms absurdly machinated and 
cruelly imposed.   
 
Homer's texts were highly cherished and extensively utilized in the post-Renaissance 
anti-Christian, barbarian Western Europe, in striking contrast to what occurred in the 
Eastern Roman Empire where these obsolete and forgotten epics never became part 
of the Christian education and the militaristic culture of the average people. But the 
lofty values of the Eastern Roman Epic of Digenes Akritas and the cycle of the Acritic 
songs, which prevailed between Euphrates and Danube for many centuries, were 
highly embarrassing for the Satanic Papo-Caesarism of the Anti-Christian Rome and 
for the degenerate post-WW II Western Europe and North America.   
 

 
Akritai soldiers improve the combativeness and enhance the impulsiveness of the manly and 
gallant socio-imperial model (Caesaropapism), whereas the delusions propagated by the 
standard-bearers of the corrupt and perverse Papo-Caesarist concept end up in rotten 
societies, incest, pedophilia and other mental diseases.  

 
 
One has to add that it is not only Homer's epics that served as foundation for this 
Western European deception and delusion; the execrable and appalling Western 
European academic fraud comprised also several other ancient authors whose 
fallacious compositions helped the Benedictine monks fabricate the fake concepts of 
'Hellenism', 'Greco-Roman civilization', 'Judeo-Christian ethics', 'Mediterranean 
World', 'European Union', 'West vs. East', 'Humanism', 'Human Rights', 'Politics', 
'Republic', 'Democracy', etc. However, none of these concepts existed in the Eastern 



Roman Empire; none of them could possibly be accepted in Kievan Rus or Ivan 
Grozny's Muscovy.   
 
 

VIII. De-Westernization: Russian universities' need to launch a 
parallel 'special operation'   
The slow infiltration of these topics in the Russian society occurred mostly during 
the period of the 'Westernization' (i.e. intellectual-educational-cultural-political 
colonization) of the Romanov Empire (18th c.); as you know very well, this historical 
fact generated a genuine Russian indigenous reaction, which -very unfortunately- 
failed to block the Western perfidy and anti-Russian bias out of the country. Then, 
during the 19th and the early 20th c., the Russian imperial academic life had already 
become a mere replica of the French and English academic-educational institutions, 
which was tantamount to total De-Russification.  
 
Under these circumstances, Nicholas II's reign did not end in 1917 but, to speak truly, 
in 1895, when it just started. Who could be a real Russian emperor (like the first 
Romanov had been), if he reigned over French professors and English academics? 
 

 
Laurits Regner Tuxen: the marriage of Nicholas II, Czar of Russia, with Alexandra 
Feodorovna Princess Alix of Hesse (26th November 1894) in the Imperial Chapel of the 
Winter Palace. Saint Nicholas II should have known that, with professors of 'Classics' and 
with intellectuals indoctrinated into Western European academic falsehood, his days were 
indeed numbered. In fact, the Christian, Muslim, Buddhist, Shamanist and other populations 
of the Russian Empire were forced to pay the salaries of idiotic polymaths who were 
thoughtlessly diffusing anti-Russian, anti-religious, and anti-human concepts of the West 
and corrupting the entire population.  
 



The book that I extensively reviewed in my aforementioned articles duly epitomizes 
Russia's need for De-Westernization and re-Russification. This is exactly what Russia 
needs now. Russians cannot win without being Russian and without knowing that 
Russia's territory hinges on the epicenter of World History, namely the arc that starts 
in Egypt and Syria-Mesopotamia, crosses Iran, Central Asia, and Siberia, and ends in 
Mongolia and China.  
 
Contrarily to this fact, the viciously forged Western model of historiography, which 
starts with the fallacy of the Trojan War, makes of Russia a marginal wasteland 
needed only for barbarians to cross every now and then. Still, this deeply anti-
Russian and utterly de-Russifying model of historiography is being respected, taught 
and propagated in Russian universities today; even Eurasian theorists in Russia fail 
to conceptualize the land of the Russian Federation as the epicenter of World 
History.   
 
Russia can never win when having an academic, educational, intellectual Trojan 
horse within the country's borders; no one can. Worse, even if Russia finally wins in 
Ukraine, other countries will certainly benefit more, as long as Russia remains a 
Westernized/colonized realm whereby the utterly racist and discriminatory Western 
model of colonial historiography (with its Greco-centric, Anti-Trojan, Anti-Persian, 
and Anti-Oriental traits) is still accepted.  
 
To avert this eventuality, following the heroic example of the brave Russian soldiers, 
officers, and state army leaders, the Russian academics and professors, intellectuals 
and educators, thinkers and scholars must wholeheartedly enter into another special 
operation, a parallel enterprise if you want, and carry out the urgently needed De-
Westernization (decolonization) of the Russian educational system, academic and 
scientific environment, intellectual life, and cultural milieu.  
 
Even more importantly, Russian professors and academics, following the path of 
their own government, must give new dimensions to the Russian-Chinese-Indian-
Iranian alliance: academic, educational, intellectual and cultural.  
 
It is only then that a Russian victory at the battlefield will have a historically deep 
meaning and a permanent, irrevocable impact.  
 
 

IX. How Russian academics and intellectuals can participate in 
the special military operation 
Launching their own, academic, educational, intellectual and cultural, 'special 
operation', Russian scholars have to undertake an enormous effort in order to bring 
about the total demolition of the academic-educational foundations of every 
discriminatory and racist concept, theory and political ideology worldwide.  
 
This effort must be coordinated with the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, because 
it must not only shape the new foundations of Russian education and academic life, 
but it has also to be systematically exported to Asia, Africa, Latin America, and 
Central-Eastern Europe. It has to help world scholars form a new historiographical 
model void of the racist concepts of 'Hellenism', 'Greco-Roman civilization', 'Judeo-
Christian ethics', 'Mediterranean World', 'European Union', 'West vs. East', 'Civilized 



West', 'Humanism', 'Human Rights', 'Politics', 'Republic', 'Democracy' that were 
malignantly invented in colonial universities as tools for the worldwide dominance 
of England, France, Holland and later America. 
  
The systematic effort must devalue, discredit and disparage the Western factories of 
falsehood named Cambridge, Oxford, Sorbonne, Harvard, Columbia, etc. and duly 
highlight their criminal role in the formation of today's world, in the exploitation of 
smaller nations by the criminals of the Western colonial centers, in the bloodshed 
caused due to Western interventions, and in the prevailing ignorance among nations.  
 
Russian scholars have therefore to contribute to  
- the denunciation of the Western colonial academic falsehood,  
- the rejection of all Western educational-academic attempts to diffuse racist versions 
or models (and then schools) of modern historiography,  
- the refutation of Western Euro-centric academic-intellectual life,  
- the rebuttal of the projection of the contemporary Western world's fake values onto 
the past of other nations and ancient civilizations,  
- the diffusion of continental (Asiatic, African, indigenous American, Central-Eastern 
European), regional and local systems of values,  
- the promotion of the Afro-Eurasiatic cultural, moral, educational and academic 
interconnectedness,  
- the consolidation of the Silk Road model of historiography, and  
- the stimulation of Afro-Eurasiatic cultural consciousness, reciprocal awareness, and 
multilateral education. 
 
Despite the fact that the Western world appears weakened, unstable and ailing in its 
entirety for the first time in 500 years, I am absolutely convinced that, even if various 
forms of socio-economic implosion come to happen in some of the leading Western 
countries, still a major danger will be lurking for all the countries that today seem to 
be forming an alliance around the BRICS and the SCO. 
  

X. What if UK, US and EU implode and disintegrate, but Russia, 
China, India, and Iran do not carry out a vast project of 
worldwide De-Westernization? 
This is due to the fact of the highly underestimated (if ever assessed) process of 
Westernization that the entire world underwent one way or another for many 
centuries; only the tip of the Westernization iceberg is easily discerned by many 
people worldwide. Unfortunately, the part that is clearly seen is the least important, 
as it concerns the military, economic and socio-political dimensions of the 
Westernization phenomenon. 
 
All the same, a far deeper and most malignant form of Westernization occurred at 
the educational, academic, scientific, intellectual, mental, socio-behavioral, religious, 
spiritual and cultural levels, totally transforming almost all the other nations into 
Westernized, rather museological, forms of their own historical heritage.  
 
Even worse, fake nations were fabricated in several locations, and at times, a 
colonially forged identity was effectively projected onto them; this was indeed the 
quintessence of colonialism. This fact means that it was not only Mughal India that 
was colonized by the Western colonial powers, but also Qajar Iran, which was subtly 



and gradually turned from a multi-ethnic, multi-lingual and multi-religious Iranian 
imperial 'order' into a nationalist Persian monarchy ('Pahlavi') known for the chaos 
among its many 'minorities'.  
  
The desire for a new multipolar world order may be overwhelming among many 
establishments worldwide; but as long as these governments, elites, societies, and 
nations do not envision, identify and undertake wide and deep De-Westernization 
practices, they will inevitably 'function' -not as paragons of cultural-national identity 
but- as Westernized replicas of their dead past.  
 
In other words, they will experience exactly what happened to the genuinely Russian 
song Полюшко поле (Polyushko-polye) in the hands of Paul Mauriat, James Last or 
André Rieu. This concerns Iran, India, Turkey, Pakistan, China, Russia and many 
other countries; De-Westernization is not a political issue only.  
 
Otherwise, even in case several major Western countries disintegrate within the next 
few years, today's anti-Western allies (the BRICS and SCO member states), if they do 
not undergo a conscious De-Westernization process, will later pop up as nightmarish 
copies of pre-WW I France, Austria-Hungary, Germany, Russia, Ottoman Empire, 
England, Japan, Iran and Italy – all duly and properly positioned on a differently 
arranged chessboard and ready to fight against one another again.  
 
To prevent this from happening, a conscious De-Westernization effort must first be 
explored, then decided upon, and finally implemented within a wider context of 
systematic concertation among all the concerned nations. Russian scholars are better 
placed than all the rest to start the effort and wholeheartedly contribute to it. 
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Earlier Publications 
 

From the Pandemic to the Special Operations in Russian 
Ukraine (3 April 2022) 
1- A Critical Confrontation between Jesuits and Freemasons 
2- The Pandemic and the Jesuit Eschatological Agenda (and how it has advanced 
throughout the last millennium) 
3- The Multiple Dimensions of the Conflict between Russia and Ukraine 
4- The Historical Facts  



https://www.slideshare.net/MuhammadShamsaddinMe/from-the-pandemic-to-
the-special-operations-in-russian-ukraine 
 

My position about Ukraine, Russia, and the Russian Special 
Operations in Russian Ukraine - in brief (15 April 2022) 
1. Many people did not expect it, but I did 
2. The plan to split Russia to 5-10 pieces 
3. There is no Ukrainian language or nation 
4. The negative impact of History 
5. If Ukrainians are a nation, then Egypt's Sa'idis are a nation too! 
https://megalommatis.livejournal.com/25045.html 
https://megalommatis.blogspot.com/2022/04/my-position-about-ukraine-russia-
and.html 
https://ok.ru/megalommatis/statuses/154562853352280 
https://vk.com/megalommatis?w=wall429864789_6737%2Fall 
https://www.slideshare.net/MuhammadShamsaddinMe/my-position-about-
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The ongoing series of articles 
 

Russia, Ukraine and the World-I: 'Moscou, les Plaines d'Ukraine, 
et les Champs-Élysées' (14 March 2023) 
Russian Special Operation in Ukraine: One Year after – 24 February 2023 
I- The Historical Background 
II- Western Colonialism against Russia: Projection of Fake Concepts and Historical 
Falsehood onto Russian Elites 
III- Western Bias: Russia's Europeanization as De-Russification 
IV- Where does the Fallacy of European Russia End? 
V- False Identity for Russians means Defeat in the Great Game  
VI- The Fall of the Romanov: due to the False Concept of 'Russia as a European 
Empire' 
https://megalommatiscomments.wordpress.com/2023/03/14/russia-ukraine-and-
the-world-i-moscou-les-plaines-dukraine-et-les-champs-elysees/ 
https://www.academia.edu/98495216/Russia_Ukraine_and_the_World_I_Moscou_
les_Plaines_dUkraine_et_les_Champs_%C3%89lys%C3%A9es 
 

Russia, Ukraine and the World-II: 5000 Years of Russian Asiatic 
Identity vs. 500 Years of Anglo-French Racism & Colonialism (21 
March 2023) 
I. The Western Anti-Russian Bias 
II. Skillful Western European Falsification of Russian History 
A. Erroneous contextualization of Archaeology of Northern Asia 
B. Deliberate use of overlapping terms: Northern Asia, Siberia, and Scythia 



C. Prehistory and Ancient History of Northern Asia are subject to modern borders 
and to the meaningless attempts for 'national archaeology' 
D. Failure to discern Northern Asia in its entirety and true dimensions 
E. Deliberate, multifaceted distortion of the Asiatic Turanian Migrations  
F. Minimization of the cataclysmic presence and prevalence of the Turanian nations 
throughout Eastern Europe 
G. European academia-backed biases: malignant disregard of the spiritual value of 
Kievan Rus, and absurd focus on ethnic, racial and linguistic considerations     
H. Erroneous focus on Kievan Rus and disastrous neglect for Volga Bulgaria 
I. Concealment of the historical reality of the Turanian ('Tatar-Mongol') period 
https://megalommatiscomments.wordpress.com/2023/03/21/russia-ukraine-and-
the-world-ii-5000-years-of-russian-asiatic-identity-vs-500-years-of-anglo-french-
racism-colonialism/ 
https://www.academia.edu/98873247/Russia_Ukraine_and_the_World_II_5000_Ye
ars_of_Russian_Asiatic_Identity_vs_500_Years_of_Anglo_French_Racism_and_Colo
nialism 
  

Russia, Ukraine and the World-III: the need for a New UN or 
how UK, US, France and NATO must be defenestrated from the 
world (28 March 2023) 
I. Ukraine or Ireland and Switzerland? 
II. England, France, and the fake state 'US' 
III. Ukraine or Mexico?  
IV. UK, France, US and NATO: the Enemies of the Mankind 
V. The Fallacy of all Geopolitical Analyses 
https://megalommatiscomments.wordpress.com/2023/03/28/russia-ukraine-and-
the-world-iii-the-need-for-a-new-un-or-how-uk-us-france-and-nato-must-be-
defenestrated-from-the-world/ 
https://www.academia.edu/99242411/Russia_Ukraine_and_the_World_III_the_nee
d_for_a_New_UN_or_how_UK_US_France_and_NATO_must_be_defenestrated_fro
m_the_world 
https://vk.com/megalommatis?w=wall429864789_8657%2Fall 
 

Russia, Ukraine & the World-IV: Continental Empires & Sea 
Powers - Russians' Fake Friends & Only Enemy (4 April 2023) 
Or how the Romanov collapsed only to the benefit of Serbs' and Greeks' 
Evil Elites 
I. Prof. Huntington's entirely misunderstood Book 
II. The Serbian Delusion of Russians 
III. The Clash of Civilization? A Mirage come True  
IV. Spirituality & Universalism: Divine Earth vs. Unholy Sea 
V. Civilized Continental Empires vs. Barbarian Sea Powers 
VI. Continental Empires, Sea Powers, and Divisive Traps 
VII. The 'Greek Orthodox' Delusion of Russians  
https://megalommatiscomments.wordpress.com/2023/04/04/russia-ukraine-the-
world-iv-continental-empires-sea-powers-russians-fake-friends-only-enemy/ 
https://vk.com/megalommatis?w=wall429864789_8683%2Fall 
https://www.academia.edu/99805121/Russia_Ukraine_and_the_World_IV_Contin
ental_Empires_and_Sea_Powers_Russians_Fake_Friends_and_Only_Enemy 



https://megalommatis.blogspot.com/2023/04/russia-ukraine-world-iv-
continental.html 
 

Russia, Ukraine and the World-V: the Educational Dimension of 
the Conflict as the Major Oversight of the Russians (11 April 
2023) 
I. The Political Sodomism of the Western World  
II. The Educational Dimension of the Conflict as the Major Oversight of the Russians 
https://megalommatiscomments.wordpress.com/2023/04/11/russia-ukraine-and-
the-world-v-the-educational-dimension-of-the-conflict-as-the-major-oversight-of-the-
russians/ 
https://www.academia.edu/100097324/Russia_Ukraine_and_the_World_V_the_Ed
ucational_Dimension_of_the_Conflict_as_the_Major_Oversight_of_the_Russians 
https://vk.com/megalommatis?w=wall429864789_8728%2Fall 
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Thematically associated article: 
 

The World needs Another United Nations (18 April 2023) 
or how China, India, Russia, Muslim countries, Africa & Latin America 
can bring Peace, eliminating the West 
I. UN: the origin of the problem 
II. Multipolar world order, UN, and various delusions 
III. A new UN: three different General Assemblies and proportional votes for the 
member states   
A. First General Assembly: proportional representation for states above 1 million 
people 
B. Second General Assembly: one vote for all states under 1 million people 
C. Third General Assembly: one vote per delegate of indigenous nations, oppressed 
peoples, and unrepresented ethno-religious groups 
IV. A new UN: three levels of Security Council   
A. Security Council-I: Political-Military Affairs (10 most populated states) 
B. Security Council-II: Economic-Environmental Affairs (15 most populated states) 
C. Security Council-III: Cultural-Scientific-Intellectual Affairs (20 most populated 
states) 
V. Headquarters and Official languages of the New UN 
https://megalommatiscomments.wordpress.com/2023/04/18/the-world-needs-
another-united-nations/ 
https://www.academia.edu/100488770/The_World_needs_Another_United_Natio
ns 
https://vk.com/megalommatis?w=wall429864789_8870%2Fall 
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Russia, Ukraine and the World-VI:  Aspects of the Imperative 
De-Westernization of the Russian Education (25 April 2023) 
Discussion with an astute Russian reader 



I. Introduction 
II. How Western Europeans westernized Russians for 300 years 
III. Unreliable Wikipedia 
IV. Reading texts & reading in-between the lines of texts  
V. Rejection of the fallacy of Hellenism: starting point of every effort of De-
Westernization  
VI. Why Shakespeare and the Western European Theater must be removed from the 
Russian, Chinese, Indian, African, Muslim and Latin American Education  
VII. Shakespeare's black magic trickery against the concept of Messiah, and his 
vicious hatred of Eschatology and Revelation 
https://megalommatiscomments.wordpress.com/2023/04/25/russia-ukraine-and-
the-world-vi-aspects-of-the-imperative-de-westernization-of-the-russian-education/ 
https://vk.com/megalommatis?w=wall429864789_8960%2Fall 
https://www.academia.edu/100895758/Russia_Ukraine_and_the_World_VI_Aspec
ts_of_the_Imperative_De_Westernization_of_the_Russian_Education 
 

Russia, Ukraine and the World-VII: From Stepan Razin to 
Yevgeny Prigozhin (27 June 2023) 
From a Legendary Cossack Hero to an Intemperate Jewish Rascal 
Greatest Strengths and Frailest Weaknesses of Russians: the Contrasting 
Elements of the Russian Soul 
I. Inexorability of the Russian character 
II. Russians are one, but Russias are many … 
III. Patriotism laced with a latent notion of 'border'  
IV. When Universality becomes a problem 
V. The perfection and the defect: the 'Continental Man' vs. the 'Man of the Sea' 
VI. The collapse of the USSR and the Yeltsin years 
VII. The rise of the Putin team and the Russian 'oligarchs'  
VIII. Prigozhin, his rise and his farcical mutiny 
IX. Sergei Shoigu, Liz Truss, Stepan Razin, and Voronezh      
X. Russianness, Brezhnev, Leonid Kharitonov, and Utyos 
https://megalommatiscomments.wordpress.com/2023/06/27/russia-ukraine-and-
the-world-vii-from-stepan-razin-to-yevgeny-prigozhin/ 
https://www.academia.edu/103925903/Russia_Ukraine_and_the_World_VII_From
_Stepan_Razin_to_Yevgeny_Prigozhin 
https://osf.io/aphtf 
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продолжающийся цикл статей (около 62000 слов) 
 

Названия, даты, содержание и ссылки 



 
 

Предыдущие публикации 
 

От пандемии к спецоперациям в российской Украине (3 
апреля 2022 г.) 
1. Критическая конфронтация между иезуитами и масонами 
2. Пандемия и эсхатологическая повестка дня иезуитов (и как она развивалась 
на протяжении последнего тысячелетия) 
3- Многогранность конфликта между Россией и Украиной 
4- Исторические факты 
https://www.slideshare.net/MuhammadShamsaddinMe/from-the-pandemic-to-
the-special-operations-in-russian-ukraine 
 

Моя позиция об Украине, России и российских 
спецоперациях в российской Украине — кратко (15 апреля 
2022 г.) 
1. Многие не ожидали, а я дождался 
2. План раскола России на 5-10 частей 
3. Нет украинского языка или нации 
4. Негативное влияние истории 
5. Если украинцы - нация, то и египетские саиды - тоже нация! 
https://megalommatis.livejournal.com/25045.html 
https://megalommatis.blogspot.com/2022/04/my-position-about-ukraine-russia-
and.html 
https://ok.ru/megalommatis/statuses/154562853352280 
https://vk.com/megalommatis?w=wall429864789_6737%2Fall 
https://www.slideshare.net/MuhammadShamsaddinMe/my-position-about-
ukraine-russia-and-the-russian-special-operations-in-russian-ukraine-in-brief 
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Продолжающийся цикл статей 
 

Россия, Украина и мир-I: «Москва, равнины Украины и 
Елисейские поля» (14 марта 2023 г.) 
Российская спецоперация в Украине: год спустя - 24 февраля 2023 г. 
I- Историческая справка 
II- Западный колониализм против России: проекция фальшивых концепций и 
исторической лжи на российские элиты 
III- Западный уклон: европеизация России как дерусификация 
IV- Где заканчивается заблуждение «европейской » России? 
V- Ложная идентичность для россиян означает поражение в большой игре (в 
Войне теней) 
VI- Падение Романовых: из-за ложной концепции «России как европейской 
империи» 



https://megalommatiscomments.wordpress.com/2023/03/14/russia-ukraine-and-
the-world-i-moscou-les-plaines-dukraine-et-les-champs-elysees/ 
https://www.academia.edu/98495216/Russia_Ukraine_and_the_World_I_Moscou_
les_Plaines_dUkraine_et_les_Champs_%C3%89lys%C3%A9es 
 

Россия, Украина и мир-II: 5000 лет русской азиатской 
идентичности против 500 лет англо-французского расизма 
и колониализма (21 марта 2023 г.) 
I. Западный антироссийский уклон 
II. Умелая западноевропейская фальсификация российской истории 
А. Ошибочная контекстуализация археологии Северной Азии 
B. Умышленное использование совпадающих терминов: Северная Азия, 
Сибирь и Скифия. 
C. Предыстория и древняя история Северной Азии подчинены современным 
границам и бессмысленным попыткам «национальной археологии» 
D. Неспособность различить Северную Азию во всей ее полноте и истинных 
размерах 
E. Умышленное, многогранное искажение азиатско-туранских миграций. 
F. Минимизация катастрофического присутствия и распространенности 
туранских народов по всей Восточной Европе. 
G. Предубеждения, поддерживаемые европейскими академическими кругами: 
пагубное пренебрежение духовной ценностью Киевской Руси и абсурдная 
сосредоточенность на этнических, расовых и языковых соображениях. 
H. Ошибочное внимание к Киевской Руси и пагубное пренебрежение к 
Волжской Булгарии 
I. Сокрытие исторической реальности туранского («татаро-монгольского») 
периода 
https://megalommatiscomments.wordpress.com/2023/03/21/russia-ukraine-and-
the-world-ii-5000-years-of-russian-asiatic-identity-vs-500-years-of-anglo-french-
racism-colonialism/ 
https://www.academia.edu/98873247/Russia_Ukraine_and_the_World_II_5000_Ye
ars_of_Russian_Asiatic_Identity_vs_500_Years_of_Anglo_French_Racism_and_Colo
nialism 
 

Россия, Украина и мир-III: необходимость новой ООН или 
как Великобритания, США, Франция и НАТО должны 
быть дефенестрированы от мира (28 марта 2023 г.) 
I. Украина или Ирландия и Швейцария? 
II. Англия, Франция и фальшивое государство «США» 
III. Украина или Мексика? 
IV. Великобритания, Франция, США и НАТО: враги человечества 
V. Ошибочность всех геополитических анализов 
https://megalommatiscomments.wordpress.com/2023/03/28/russia-ukraine-and-
the-world-iii-the-need-for-a-new-un-or-how-uk-us-france-and-nato-must-be-
defenestrated-from-the-world/ 
https://www.academia.edu/99242411/Russia_Ukraine_and_the_World_III_the_nee
d_for_a_New_UN_or_how_UK_US_France_and_NATO_must_be_defenestrated_fro
m_the_world 
https://vk.com/megalommatis?w=wall429864789_8657%2Fall 



 

Россия, Украина и мир-IV: Континентальные империи и 
морские державы - фальшивые друзья и единственный 
враг россиян (4 апреля 2023 г.) 
Или как Романовы рухнули только в пользу злых элит сербов и 
греков 
I. Совершенно неправильно понятая книга профессора Хантингтона 
II. Сербское заблуждение русских 
III. Столкновение цивилизаций? Сбывшийся мираж 
IV. Духовность и универсализм: Божественная Земля против Нечестивого Моря 
V. Цивилизованные континентальные империи против варварских морских 
держав 
VI. Континентальные империи, морские державы и разделительные ловушки 
VII. 'Греческое православное' заблуждение русских 
https://megalommatiscomments.wordpress.com/2023/04/04/russia-ukraine-the-
world-iv-continental-empires-sea-powers-russians-fake-friends-only-enemy/ 
https://vk.com/megalommatis?w=wall429864789_8683%2Fall 
https://www.academia.edu/99805121/Russia_Ukraine_and_the_World_IV_Contin
ental_Empires_and_Sea_Powers_Russians_Fake_Friends_and_Only_Enemy 
https://megalommatis.blogspot.com/2023/04/russia-ukraine-world-iv-
continental.html 
 

Россия, Украина и мир-V: образовательное измерение 
конфликта как главный недосмотр россиян (11 апреля 2023 
г.) 
I. Политический содомизм западного мира 
II. Образовательная составляющая конфликта как главный недосмотр россиян 
https://megalommatiscomments.wordpress.com/2023/04/11/russia-ukraine-and-
the-world-v-the-educational-dimension-of-the-conflict-as-the-major-oversight-of-the-
russians/ 
https://www.academia.edu/100097324/Russia_Ukraine_and_the_World_V_the_Ed
ucational_Dimension_of_the_Conflict_as_the_Major_Oversight_of_the_Russians 
https://vk.com/megalommatis?w=wall429864789_8728%2Fall 
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Тематически связанная статья: 
 

Миру нужна еще одна Организация Объединенных Наций 
(18 апреля 2023 г.) 
или как Китай, Индия, Россия, мусульманские страны, Африка и 
Латинская Америка могут принести мир, устранив Запад 
I. ООН: происхождение проблемы 
II. Многополярный миропорядок, ООН и разные заблуждения 
III. Новая ООН: три разных Генеральных ассамблеи и пропорциональные 
голоса для государств-членов 



A. Первая Генеральная Ассамблея: пропорциональное представительство для 
штатов с населением более 1 миллиона человек. 
B. Вторая Генеральная Ассамблея: один голос для всех штатов с населением 
менее 1 миллиона человек. 
C. Третья Генеральная ассамблея: один голос на делегата от коренных народов, 
угнетенных народов и непредставленных этнорелигиозных групп. 
IV. Новая ООН: три уровня Совета Безопасности 
A. Совет Безопасности-I: Военно-политические вопросы (10 наиболее 
густонаселенных штатов) 
B. Совет Безопасности-II: Экономические и экологические вопросы (15 
наиболее густонаселенных штатов) 
C. Совет Безопасности-III: культурно-научно-интеллектуальные вопросы (20 
наиболее густонаселенных штатов) 
V. Штаб-квартира и официальные языки новой ООН 
https://megalommatiscomments.wordpress.com/2023/04/18/the-world-needs-
another-united-nations/ 
https://www.academia.edu/100488770/The_World_needs_Another_United_Natio
ns 
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Россия, Украина и мир-VI: аспекты императивной 
девестернизации российского образования (25 апреля 2023 
г.) 
Обсуждение с проницательным русским читателем 
I. Введение 
II. Как западноевропейцы вестернизировали русских за 300 лет 
III. Ненадежная Википедия 
IV. Чтение текстов и чтение между строк текста 
V. Опровержение заблуждения эллинизма: отправная точка всех усилий по 
девестернизации 
VI. Почему Шекспира и западноевропейский театр надо убрать из русского, 
китайского, индийского, африканского, мусульманского и 
латиноамериканского образования 
VII. Шекспир и его черная магия против концепции Мессии и его яростная 
ненависть к эсхатологии и Откровению 
https://megalommatiscomments.wordpress.com/2023/04/25/russia-ukraine-and-
the-world-vi-aspects-of-the-imperative-de-westernization-of-the-russian-education/ 
https://vk.com/megalommatis?w=wall429864789_8960%2Fall 
https://www.academia.edu/100895758/Russia_Ukraine_and_the_World_VI_Aspec
ts_of_the_Imperative_De_Westernization_of_the_Russian_Education 
 

Россия, Украина и мир-VII: от Степана Разина до Евгения 
Пригожина (27 июня 2023 г.) 
От легендарного казака-богатыря до распутного еврейского 
пройдохи Величайшие сильные и слабые стороны россиян: 
контрастные элементы русской 



I. Непреклонность русского характера 
II. Все русские - один человек, но всероссийских земель много 
III. Патриотизм, пропитанный скрытым понятием «граница» 
IV. Когда универсальность становится проблемой 
V. Совершенство и недостаток: «континентальный человек» против «человека 
моря» 
VI. Распад СССР и годы Ельцина 
VII. Подъем путинской команды и российские олигархи 
VIII. Пригожин, его возвышение и его фарсовый мятеж 
IX. Сергей Шойгу, Лиз Трасс, Степан Разин и Воронеж 
X. Русскость, Брежнев, Леонид Харитонов и Утёс 
https://megalommatiscomments.wordpress.com/2023/06/27/russia-ukraine-and-
the-world-vii-from-stepan-razin-to-yevgeny-prigozhin/ 
https://www.academia.edu/103925903/Russia_Ukraine_and_the_World_VII_From
_Stepan_Razin_to_Yevgeny_Prigozhin 
https://osf.io/aphtf 
https://vk.com/megalommatis?w=wall429864789_9569%2Fall 
 
 

-- Elements of Multipolar and Multicultural Historiography --  
 
In this gallery, I offer 24 selected samples of common historical heritage that must 
become part of the multipolar and multilateral historical educational model 
worldwide in replacement of the Eurocentric colonial and racist falsehood that 
people across the Earth have been forced to learn as 'History of Mankind'. 
 

 
Mogao Cave 285, China 



 
Mausoleum of Genghis Khan, Ordos –Inner Mongolia, China 

 
Taxila, Punjab-Pakistan: Ancient Buddhist carvings at the Jaulian Monastery 

 
Ajanta Caves, India 



 
Sogdian murals in Afrasiab – Samarqand, Uzbekistan  

 
From Balami's Tarikhnama: the Sassanid general Wahraz kills the Abyssinian king Masruq 
of Axum. Early 14th c. copy of an earlier manuscript of the Samanid-period 

 
Gur-i Emir (Timur's Mausoleum), Samarqand 



 
Bishapur Cave and the colossal statue of Shapur I 

 
Rabban Hormizd Monastery, Alqosh – Mosul, North Iraq  

 
Eski Sumatar, Urfa (Urhoy), SE Turkey 



 The birth of Alexander the Great; manuscript 
miniature from Nizami Ganjavi's Sekander nameh 

 Manuscript miniature from Shota Rustaveli's Vepkhistkaosani 
(the Knight in the panther's skin) 

 
From a 14th c. Armenian manuscript: Movses Khorenatsi and the naharar (nobleman) and 
military commander Sahak Bagratuni 



 
Wall painting from the Aramaean Synagogue of Dura Europos (near Abu Kemal, Syria); 
representation of the Hebrews crossing the Red Sea 

 
Pre-Islamic times' Christian (probably Nestorian) king of Himyar, Yemen  



 
The Serapeum of Saqqara, Egypt 

 
Representation of the warrior Queen Amanitore vanquishing enemies on the pylon of a 
temple at Naqa, near Meroe (: Ancient Ethiopia), Sudan 



 
Wall painting from Dongola Agouza (Old Dunqulah), capital of the Christian Cushitic 
kingdom of Makuria in North Sudan 

 
Medracen mausoleum of the Numidian kings near Batna, Algeria 

 
Cathedral of St. Basil, Moscow  



 Mayan relief 
 

  
Toltec relief depicting an eagle 

 
Imperial art of the Incas 



 
Ahriman attempting to seduce Eva while Adam in arriving: manuscript miniature from Al 
Biruni's Chronology 
 
 


